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The visualization of the micellar morphological evolution for surfactant has drawn much

attention due to its self-assemble ability to fold into various structures. However, the

direct observation of the soft materials with low atomic number has been hampered

because of the poor scattering contrast and complex staining process by the traditional

transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) techniques. Herein, we reported a novel strategy

to the visualization of surfactant micelles with the assistance of layered double hydroxides

(LDHs) via TEM. Owing to the uniformly distributed metal ions and positive charges in the

LDHs, the surfactant at the micelle-water interface reacted with LDHs to form a stabilized

architecture through electrostatic and hydrogen-bond interactions. The morphologies

of the surfactant can be clearly observed through the surfactant-LDHs architectures,

exhibiting high contrast by TEM techniques. Significantly, the micellar evolutions involving

the spherical, rodlike, and wormlike shapes were successfully distinguished. Our results

may provide great possibilities and inspirations for the visualization for morphology of

soft matters.

Keywords: transmission electron microscopy, visualization, surfactant micelles, layered double hydroxides,

morphological evolution

INTRODUCTION

Surfactant is a widely applied soft material which exhibits self-assemble ability to fold into micelles
with various structures (Jain and Bates, 2003; Stano and Luisi, 2010; Liu et al., 2018). The studies
of the morphology and structure for micelles have drawn increasing attention due to their great
significance in biological and material science (Landsmann et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Hu
and Chou, 2014). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a valid technique widely applied
to provide morphological aspects for visualization (Jung et al., 2003; O’Reilly et al., 2005; Honda
et al., 2010). However, the observation for the surfactant micelles has been hampered due to the
poor scattering contrast of the constituent elements with low atomic number (Egerton, 2013;
Proetto et al., 2014). Although the supplemented attachments of TEM (such as liquid-cell and cryo-
TEM) can provide supports for the morphological studies, this method suffered from sophisticated
operation and sampling procedure (Geng and Discher, 2005; Parent et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2017;
Creatto et al., 2018; Stawski et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Suys et al., 2019). Therefore, it is a topic of
significance to realize the visualization for the morphological evolution of the micelles during the
formation process.
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Staining is commonly done with heavy metal oxides (e.g.,
OsO4 and RuO4) for improving TEM contrast (Trent et al.,
1983; Serizawa et al., 2000; Humphrey, 2009; Aramaki et al.,
2017; Xu et al., 2017; Parker et al., 2018). Unsatisfactorily, the
staining process usually comes along with inhomogeneity for
staining segment, which might affect the true representation
of the samples (Smith and Bryg, 2006). Moreover, the toxicity
of the heavy metals has largely limited the application of staining.
The fact has motivated us to explore an environmentally friendly
alternative to enhance the scattering contrast and assist the
visualization of micelles (Claypool et al., 1997; Aso et al., 2013).

Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are a class of 2D inorganic
metallic layered materials composed of edge-sharing metal-
hydroxide octahedral structure (Abellan et al., 2012; Tian et al.,
2018). The versatile di- and trivalent metal cations distributed
uniformly in the host layer with the tunable electropositivity
derived from the trivalent metal ions (Wang and O’Hare, 2012;
Tian et al., 2015). The constituent metal elements, positively-
charged layers and the abundant active sites of LDHs provided
great possibilities for the construction of functional composites
through electrostatic interaction and hydrogen bonds (Rogez
et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2014). These superiorities inspired us
to explore the potential of LDHs to assist the visualization of
surfactant micelles by TEM technique.

In this study, we demonstrated the visualization of surfactant
micelles with the assist of LDHs via traditional TEM. An
amphoteric surfactant N-hexadecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-
1-propanesulfonate (SHDAB) with sulfonate anion in the
head was employed. The functional groups at the micelle-
water interface could react with LDHs to form a stabilized
SHDAB@LDHs architecture by electrostatic and hydrogen-bond
interactions (Figure 1). Owing to the capillary-compensated
flow during droplet evaporation process, the LDHs nanoplates
deposited at the edge of the droplet as “coffee-ring” (Deegan
et al., 1997; Parneix et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2012) (Scheme S1).
Visualization images with excellent contrast were achieved
for SHDAB@LDHs architecture through TEM techniques.
More importantly, the whole micellar morphological transition
involving the spherical, rodlike and wormlike shapes could
be effectively recognized with the continuously increased
concentration of SHDAB (Scheme S2). The sizes of the micelles
in the evolution identified with the data obtained from atomic
force microscope (AFM). Therefore, it is anticipated that LDHs-
assisted visualization of surfactant micelles may open new
possibilities of TEM applications, especially for the soft materials.

METHODS

Materials, Reagents, and Instruments
All reagents in experiments are of analytical grade and
used without further purification. NaOH, Al(NO3)3·9H2O,
Mg(NO3)2·6H2O are purchased from Beijing Chemical Reagent
Company (Beijing, China). SHDAB is purchased from Tokyo
Chemical Industry Co. Ltd (Tokyo, Japan). Ultra-pure water
was obtained from the Milli-Q purification system (Barnstead,
CA, USA).

Surface tension measurements of the SHDAB surfactant were
measured on a Force Tensiometer (K100) by the Wilhelmy
plate technique (Kruss, Germany). Electrical conductivity
measurements were accomplished using an EC 215 conductivity
meter (Shanghai Jingmi Instrumental Co., China). The ultrasonic
treatment was implemented in an ultrasonic cleaning machine
(Kunshan Ultrasonic Instrument Co. Ltd., China) with the
frequency of 100%. TEM images were measured by the Tecnai
G220 (FEI Company, USA) with the accelerating voltage of 200
kV. The morphological studies of the LDHs were implemented
on a scanning electron microscope (SEM Hitachi S-4700). The
morphology data of SHDAB micelles were acquired on AFM
by the NanoScope 9.1 (Bruker, Germany) instrument. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of SHDAB, LDHs and SHDAB@LDHs
architectures were measured on a D8 ADVANCE X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker, Germany). FT-IR spectra were performed
on a Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Electron). Zeta potentials of all the
samples were recorded on a Malvern Zetasizer 3000HS nano-
granularity analyzer. Isothermal titration calorimeter (ITC) was
employed to study the interaction between SHDAB and LDHs
on a Nano ITC (TA Instruments Waters, LLC, UT). 1.0mL
SHDAB aqueous (3.69× 10−4 mol·L−1) was titrated into 0.25mL
LDHs (2.00 × 10−3 mol·L−1) in the measurement which was
periodically calibrated with an internal electric heater. The heats
of interaction during each injectionweremeasured by integration
of each titration peak using the ORIGIN software delivered with
the ITC.

Synthesis of MgAl-CO3-LDHs
According to the reported method (Gao et al., 2017; Tian et al.,
2018), the LDHs were prepared with a few modifications. A
mixed salt solution of Mg(NO3)2·6H2O (19.200 g, 0.075mol)
and Al(NO3)3·9H2O (9.375g, 0.025mol) was dissolved in 150mL
water in a 250mL flask. Subsequently, the prepared alkaline
liquor of NaOH (8.000 g, 0.200mol) was added to keep a constant
pH value of 8.5. Then, the suspension was stirred for another
20min, followed by transfer to a furnace tube at 110◦C for 24 h.
Finally, the precipitate was centrifuged, washed with water and
stored at 4◦C for further use.

Preparation of Surfactant Micelles
The stock solution was prepared by dissolving SHDAB (0.017 g,
0.044mol) in 30mL ultra-pure water. Then, the SHDAB solution
with different concentration (0.0295mM, 0.059mM, 0.295mM,
1.48mM) was prepared. After the ultrasonic treatment at 50◦C
for 4 h, the micelles with different morphologies were acquired.

Synthesis of SHDAB@LDHs Architecture
Firstly, the LDHs suspensions were treated under ultrasonic to
obtain a uniformly dispersed colloidal solution. Then, the as-
prepared LDHs with different volumes (3.53, 7.06, 35.29, 176.45
µL) were added into the SHDAB surfactant micelles solution of
different concentration (0.04mM, 0.08mM, 0.40mM, 2.00mM),
respectively. Finally, the mixtures were treated under ultrasonic
irradiation at 50◦C for 4 h to prepare the SHDAB@LDHs
architectures. In order to evaluate the morphological evolution of
SHDABmicelles,m-SHDAB@LDHs architectures were prepared
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of visualization for surfactant micelles with the assist of LDHs via TEM imaging.

TABLE 1 | The concentrations of SHDAB and LDHs in samples m-SHDAB@LDHs

architectures.

Samples SHDAB/mM LDHs/mM

m = 0.0295 0.0295 0.04

m = 0.0590 0.0590 0.08

m = 0.295 0.295 0.40

m = 1.48 1.48 2.00

with the molecular ratio of SHDAB to LDHs determined as
0.295 to 0.400. The detailed compositions in m-SHDAB@LDHs
architectures were listed in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterizations of the Surfactant
N-hexadecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propanesulfonate
(SHDAB) is a kind of betaine surfactant with negatively
charged sulfonic acid in headgroup (Figure S1). To study
the morphological transitions of SHDAB, the critical micelle
concentration (CMC) has been investigated through the surface
activities study (Claussen, 1967). The surface tension (γ) was
plotted with the logarithm value of concentration for SHDAB.
With the increased logarithm value of concentration for SHDAB,
the surface tension of SHDAB decreased sharply at first and
reached a relatively constant value after a marked change at
0.0295mM for SHDAB (Figure 2A). The phenomenon was
attributed to the presence of SHDAB monomers which preferred
to adsorb at the water-air interface when the concentrations
were below the CMC. When the adsorption at the water-air
interface got saturated with the increased SHDAB monomers,
the SHDAB tended to form micelles in the solution, exhibiting

an almost constant surface tension. The inflection point
from Figure 2A demonstrated that the CMC of SHDAB was
0.0295mM. Moreover, the value of CMC was also investigated
by conductivity measurements (Guégan et al., 2016). Figure 2B
showed that the conductivity (κ) grew linearly with the
logarithm value of concentration for SHDAB increased. Then, a
slow growth was observed when the concentration of SHDAB
was larger than 0.0295mM. Such a turning point manifested the
formation of micelles was determined as CMC for SHDAB, in
agreement with that obtained by surface tension measurement.
Notably, the CMC value of 0.0295mM for SHDAB accorded
with previous work (Liu et al., 2013).

Visualization of Surfactant Assisted by
LDHs
To observe the morphological evolution of SHDAB micelles in
different concentrations, MgAl-LDHs nanoplates were prepared
via a hydrothermal method (Figure S2) (Gao et al., 2017; Tian
et al., 2018). As shown in Figure 3A, the LDH particles were well-
dispersed after ultrasonic irradiation. High contrast of inherent
LDHs can be observed, as a result of the presence of metal
elements (Mg and Al) in the host layers. On the contrary,
TEM image of SHDAB micelles (0.295mM) showed the blurred
boundaries on account of weak scattering contrast by the
constituent light elements (Figure 3B). In order to distinguish
the SHDAB micelles, LDH particles were added into SHDAB
to construct the SHDAB@LDHs architecture for visualization.
Significantly, uniformly-distributed porous structure surrounded
by continuous LDHs could be observed (Figure S3). The reason
for the formation of the porous structure may be due to the
fact that the positively charged LDHs were attached at the edges
of the SHDAB micelles. During the evaporation process, the
LDHs nanoparticles fell apart to the edge and accumulated at
the border of the SHDAB@LDHs composites, and a “coffee-ring”
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FIGURE 2 | Relationship between the concentration of SHDAB with (A) surface tension (γ) and (B) conductivity (κ ), respectively.

FIGURE 3 | TEM images of (A) the LDHs, (B) the SHDAB micelles and (C–F) the SHDAB@LDHs architectures with increased concentration of LDHs in SHDAB

aqueous solution (0.295mM); from C to F: 0.04mM, 0.08mM, 0.40mM and 2.00mM, respectively.

was observed (Scheme S1) (Deegan et al., 1997; Parneix et al.,
2010; Cui et al., 2012). The results demonstrated the success of
LDH-assisted visualization of SHDAB by TEM technique.

The optimum conditions for the visualization of SHDAB
micelles were carried out. Firstly, the LDHs and SHDAB micelles
were mixed and treated under continuous stirring. However,
the LDH particles aggregated randomly (Figure S3A), which
failed to give a description for SHDAB micelles. With the
assistance of heat treatment at 50◦C to accelerate the interaction,
porous structures were gradually formed (Figure S3B). The
irregular morphology indicated the insufficient combination
between LDHs and SHDAB micelles. It has been reported
that the ultrasonic irradiation is a powerful strategy for the
improvement of the reaction efficiency due to the active energy
of ultrasound waves (Hasaninejed et al., 2013). Herein, the

porous structure appeared under the condition of ultrasonic
irradiation (Figure S3C). Moreover, heating treatment (50◦C)
was taken to optimize the conditions. The 0.295-SHDAB@LDHs
architecture was successfully formed and stabilized with well-
organized morphologies under ultrasonic irradiation along with
thermal treatment (Figure S3D).

The quantities of LDHs in the visualization process were
evaluated. LDHs with different concentrations (0.04mM,
0.08mM, 0.40mM, 2.00mM) were added into the SHDAB
micelles (0.295mM) under ultrasonic irradiation and thermal
treatment. It can be observed that the LDHs nanoparticles
accumulated around the SHDAB micelles gradually to form the
SHDAB@LDH architecture (Figure 3). The porous structure
was subsequently formed with the increased content of LDHs
(Figures 3C,D), and a complete porous structures can be
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FIGURE 4 | (A) TEM images of the proposed LDHs-assisted visualization of SHDAB, and (B) AFM investigations of SHDAB micelles; the concentration of SHDAB

varied from 0.0295mM (CMC), 0.0590mM, 0.295mM to 1.48mM, respectively.

formed with the LDHs content of 0.40mM (Figure 3E).
Moreover, the excess increase of LDHs (up to 2.00mM) led
to the aggregated LDHs overlapped with the SHDAB@LDH
architecture (Figure 3F). Therefore, to achieve the visualization
of micelles, the molecular ratio of SHDAB to LDHs was
determined as 0.295 to 0.400. In addition, the time of ultrasonic
irradiation also exerted an influence on the SHDAB@LDHs
architectures. With the prolonged time, LDHs got adjacent to
electrical double layers formed at the micelle-water interface. As
depicted in Figure S4, the 0.295-SHDAB@LDHs architecture
exhibited excellent morphology until 4 h’ treatment and
achieved an equilibrium state afterwards. Therefore, a finely
tuned visualization strategy for micelles has been successfully
established, which showed high contrast and distinguished
imaging effect.

Visualization of the Morphological
Evolution for the Surfactant
It has been reported that surfactants could be assembled
into varied shapes when the concentrations of surfactant
were larger than the CMC value (Shah et al., 2016). The
SHDAB@LDHs architectures with increased concentration of
SHDAB were prepared at the optimized ratio of SHDAB to
LDHs (Table 1). With the concentration of SHDAB at the
CMC value (0.0295mM), a near-spherical porous structure was
formed with an approximate radius of 26 nm, and the surfactant
micelles were labeled with red dash line (Figure 4A1). The
results indicated that the SHDAB micelles were surrounded
by LDH nanoparticles. Interestingly, the porous architecture
grew up to 58 nm with the concentration of SHDAB increased
to 0.0590mM (Figure 4A2). For the tenfold concentration of
CMC value (0.295mM), the SHDAB transformed from spherical
to rodlike architecture with the size of 169 nm (Figure 4A3).

Moreover, closely packed LDHs nanoplates around a lanky
wormlike shape (length of 879 nm) can be observed with growing
concentration of SHDAB to fiftyfold concentration of CMC
(1.48mM, Figure 4A4). It is noteworthy that the regulated
activities of SHDAB from spherical, rodlike and wormlike
structures can be visualized with the assist of LDHs by TEM
imaging technique.

The dimensional and morphological properties of micelles
in the transition process were testified by AFM. Figure 4B

showed the AFM profile images of the pure SHDAB in the
different concentrations from one to fifty times of CMC value.
It was obvious that the micelles grew up from spherical
to wormlike shape along with the increased concentrations.
The section analysis was implemented to acquire the size of
the micelles. The micelles changed from 30 nm, 62 nm and
178 nm of spherical shape to oval with the length of 903 nm
when the concentration of LDHs changed from 0.0295mM to
1.48mM (Figure S5). The AFM data were in good conformity
with the TEM images assisted by LDHs (Table S1). Moreover,
the SHDAB@LDHs architectures can also be constructed by
LDHs nanoparticles with smaller size (∼25 nm, Figure S6),
and the transformation of the micelles morphology can be
visualized (Figure S7). These results demonstrated that the size
of LDHs did not influence the visualization of SHDAB, and
the proposed method showed good accuracy by the assistance
of LDHs.

Mechanism Studies
In order to study the mechanism for the formation of
SHDAB@LDHs architectures, several experiments were carried
out. As illustrated from the structure of SHDAB in Figure S1,
the SHDAB surfactant can self-assemble into micelles by the
synergetic functions of the hydrophobic interaction between
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Zeta potentials, (B) XRD patterns, (C) ITC, and (D) FT-IR measurements of SHDAB, LDHs and SHDAB@LDHs architectures. Sample 1 to 4

represented the 0.0295-SHDAB@LDHs, 0.0590-SHDAB@LDHs, 0.295-SHDAB@LDHs and 1.48-SHDAB@LDHs architectures, respectively.

the alkane tail groups and electrostatic repulsion between the
anionic head groups. As a result, the zeta potential value
at the micelle-water interface of electrical double layer was
−11.5mV, indicating the stability of the SHDAB micelles with
the negatively-charged groups exposed in solution (Figure 5A).
Notably, the zeta potential of 15.5mV for LDHs was beneficial
for the electrostatic attraction toward the adjacent SHDAB
micelles. The stabilized SHDAB@LDHs architecture with slight
positive charge (0.3mV) was obtained. The XRD measurements
were implemented to study the structure of LDHs. The
results demonstrated the unchanged interlayer space of LDHs,

indicating that the SHDAB micelles were only attached at
the surface of LDHs for the SHDAB@LDHs architectures
(Figure 5B). To take a deep insight into the interaction between
SHDAB micelles and LDHs, ITC measurement was carried
out (Figure S8). The data indicated the simultaneous process

for self-assembly of SHDAB micelles and the formation of
the SHDAB@LDHs architectures (Kroflic et al., 2012). As
shown in Figure 5C, the negative value of the free enthalpy

showed the autonomous formation process of SHDAB@LDHs
architectures (Zheng et al., 2016). Furthermore, the obvious
vibration peaks in the range 3,650–3,200 cm−1 can be
observed for the SHDAB@LDHs architectures. The peaks were

blue-shifted in comparison with the FT-IR spectra for the
pristine LDHs (Figure 5D). These results demonstrated the
hydrogen bond interactions between quaternary ammonium

cations of SHDAB and hydroxyl groups of LDHs. Therefore, both
electrostatic and hydrogen bond interactions contributed to the
formation of SHDAB@LDHs architectures for the visualization
of SHDAB.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented an attractive approach for
the visualization of surfactant SHDAB with the assist of
LDHs via TEM imaging. Based on the electrostatic and
hydrogen bond interactions between LDHs and SHDAB,
well-organized SHDAB@LDHs architectures were formed. The
morphologies of SHDAB surfactant can be distinguished
with high scattering contrast and clear boundary, as a
result of the environmentally friendly staining by LDHs.
Notably, the morphological evolution involving spherical,
rodlike and wormlike shapes can be witnessed, in accordance
with AFM measurements. Therefore, our facile strategy
opens up viable possibilities for the direct visualization of
soft materials.
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